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-- for basic consumers where the key driver of value is the access to data.  I can share 

these numbers with people later on, but essentially the story is a simple one.  There 

are already a lot and there will be a lot more in the next five years.  I won't sort of 

linger on the point.   

I think it's just worth repeating the point that Adam made in the previous one which is 

there is a tremendous variation.  Even across this region, markets which perhaps on 

initial inspection you'd assume to be very similar, are incredibly different. 

Mentioning here again the big driver here is data and we produce our own, a lot of 

data forecasts.  And the thing which is going to put the pressure on the network is use 

of data and that's going to grow very quickly.   

I do take issue when people say exponential growth in data.  It's just a personal 

bugbear of mine.  It's growing very rapidly, but actually when you look at what is 

happening in the market when you actually look at the data use, which is recorded, the 

growth is steep but linear.   

So what does this actually mean to the communication service providers?  We're 

trying to summarise the challenges that they're facing at the moment and we do so in 
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five different boxes.  They still need to drive subscriber and revenue growth.  That's 

essentially how they survive.   

A big part of also what they're doing is protecting their core service revenue.  So how 

are they actually going to adapt the things they've always sold into a new world?  

Customer experience is perhaps the biggest area of software investment we're seeing 

at the moment and all of this relates to improving their financial performance. 

And I think a last piece which we'll hopefully come into in the panel discussion here 

is thinking about innovation and actually what do operators need to do to allow 

themselves to be flexible enough, to be agile enough to compete and operate. 

A few very quick points around software because when we're thinking about 

transforming the network, I think we're all aware here that while we can talk about 

head nets and LTE and all sorts of different bits and pieces, the big change in the 

network is going to be in the software.  And some numbers here which is we reckon 

there's around $100 billion that's been invested over the last ten years by service 

providers around the world in their software.  So software is already in the network.  

It has been forever now. 

And one thing we think is very pivotal is the defining feature as to what service 

providers can do today is based around the software they've invested in.  This is the 

way your billing software affects everything you do, the same with your [inaudible] 

and all the rest and this is an ongoing investment.  So global average is around $10 

per sub per year, so this is still a major form of investment.   

The focus today is as I mentioned previously, it's very much about understanding, 

investing in software which allows you to understand what you're doing.  And this is 

focused around retention of your customers and actually understanding and being able 

to proactively respond to the experience that they have.   

And what we're going to talk about next is understanding where we're going to go.  So 

actually as we start talking about SDN in the network, what is the impact going to be 

on the business model that becomes predominant.  So I will go through this -- sorry, I 

went through that rather quickly but I wanted to allow the panel to share their 

opinions.   

So perhaps, if we with start with Mark, if you could just go down the line and 

introduce yourselves and then I'll ask an opening question.  We had a very lively 

discussion at breakfast, so I'm hoping we can just pick up where we left off. 

Mark Showalter 

Hi everyone.   I'm Mark Showalter with Infinera.  

Jon Vestal 

Hi.  Jon Vestal with Pacnet. 

Passakorn Hongsyok 

Hi.  I'm Passakorn again from UIH. 
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Ming Kiat 

Hi.  Ming Kiat from SingTel. 

Gint Atkinson 

Gint Atkinson with KVH. 

Tom Mowat 

Thanks very much.  So we agreed to not answer the question of how do you define 

SDN because we've only got half an hour and we all need to go and get some coffee at 

some point.  However -- well, I'll ask a higher level question which is at the moment 

what for each of you is the core driver for change in your networks, from a service 

provider point of view, from a vendor point of view?  What is the single biggest thing 

driving change today?  Perhaps we'll start at the far side with Gint. 

Gint Atkinson 

I think one of your slides really set it up very well where you were illustrating how we 

have OTT on the supply side and then we have mobile on the demand side.  And 

clearly in a lot of markets, what kind of mobile subscribers do you have?  In highly 

developed markets, we have business users, so institutions and retail.  In other 

markets, the business owners may be more of the retail type of consumers, small 

business owners and so forth.   

But I think that trend is definitely pervasive.  That we're going beyond the fixed end 

user which might be an IPTV user, a content consumer with a fixed network 

connection to a user that even in developing markets needs terminal mobility.  They're 

switching between different terminals, handsets, laptop, Android device, television set 

and we're seeing a similar type of usage pattern with business users.  So I think the 

issue, what's making the difference for us is that's the macro environment. 

As a consequence of that on the supply side, what we see with the OTT players is the 

OTT players and enterprises are all running into the datacentres.  We're seeing from 

our point of view, a huge explosion of demand for the services that we provided, but 

they're concentrated in the datacentre and that creates a huge opportunity.   

The other thing is that a lot of things are dispersed across different datacentres.  A 

good example is if you want to get at Amazon web services, so ideally to connect to 

Amazon you go through Amazon Direct Connect, get a private connection for your 

business that's going to use their infrastructure and then you have other infrastructures 

sitting in other datacentres.  This is the big pattern, this huge movement into the 

datacentres.   

Ming Kiat 

In terms of a driver, I guess for SingTel basically it's the customer.  I think already 

you mentioned it, it's the customers.   
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For me I'm taking care of the business product engineering, so taking care of the 

enterprise customers and they come in different forms.  They have the MNCs which 

has different requirements and needs.  They are mostly from the US or Europe coming 

into Asia.  Then we also have the local SMEs, organisations that are out of Asia that 

are also going outside of Asia into other parts of the world.  So a lot of these 

customers have different requirements and we try to adopt them. 

So in terms of SDN you know or any other new technology what drives us is that as 

these customers evolve -- so the customers from MNCs that are from the US or 

Europe, they have their requirements.  They are typically more advanced and they 

have higher -- the requirements are more stringent.  So we have to make our network 

be able to accommodate their needs.  Whereas the [providers] that are here, I mean the 

customers that are based in Asia, their requirements are a little more basic, not so 

advanced and so we have to meet those both needs. 

So to transform our network to meet both sides is a bit of challenge.  And also as you 

mentioned that a lot of the systems that we have has been in place for some time.  So 

to adopt that change and to fit both those that are growing outside of Asia and those 

that are from other parts of Asia coming into Asia, their requirements are quite 

different.   

So I think for us a lot of the investments we are trying to make is trying to see whether 

the return on investment is there.  A lot of the new technologies for SDN, for example 

the use cases are -- we are looking through the use cases and trying to see how we can 

make money out of it, [practically] a bit more challenging.  

And especially for cloud, we mentioned that Amazon and Google is coming on and 

then you have Microsoft Azure.  Most of the time like Amazon drops their prices 

almost 40% every few months.  So it's very challenging as a provider ourselves, as a 

cloud provider ourselves, trying to figure out how do we compete with the likes of 

Azure and Amazon and then try to find that niche whereby we could help be of a 

value to the customers.  So a lot of times we work with the customers in terms of their 

special needs, so we have to customise to meet the customers' needs.  And also some 

of it could be regulatory as well.  Some of the data, at least with SingTel we can 

assure them security as well. 

Passakorn Hongsyok 

For us, we are pure B2B players.  But in terms of segment of the market, of the 

network, we have private links to enterprise customers and Internet.  For the private 

link enterprise customers, in terms of change we get affected by the national disasters, 

for example the flood of Thailand three years ago and the political instability 

especially in the last six months.  So there's a lot of movement, like people need more 

mobility.  But that doesn't really result in much of changes in terms of products.  It's 

still E-line to E-line kind of services.  But it gets customers into move, to migrate 

from [FTH] [inaudible] a lot more because they find that it's a lot easier to move that 

way. 
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On the other hand, for the Internet that's a big change.  You showed that you don't 

want to use exponential, but it's that kind of growth.  It's really that kind of growth for 

Internet.  For us we used to sell Internet to [as a] retail Internet to business customers, 

but in the last two years, we have been selling wholesale Internet to neighbouring 

countries for example, Cambodia to Laos.   

So for our engineering teams we used to provision the circuit of say 2 megabyte per 

second, 20 megabyte per second and right now it's becoming like 1G, 2.5G. becoming 

more [modern] now for the wholesale market.  So that's a change for Internet.  Big 

change, big pipe, more and more but revenue for that stays flat.  But the pipe is 

getting much, much bigger every year.  So we need to deploy very different networks 

from now.  But on the [price] side, people are moving more -- we still have a few 

[FTH] customers. 

Jon Vestal 

I'd take it slightly different.  I look at what we're, how we're transforming right and I 

see it both internal and external.  And the biggest thing that we see internal and I'll be 

the first one to beat up on carriers is looking at our own processes and procedures.  

You used a great word, you said agile.  How do we take these procedures that are very 

structured and have been around for 100 years and allow us to be more innovative, 

allow us to get to market quicker, allow us to offer services that we haven't been able 

to offer in the past in a way that still offers the same level of quality and service level 

that our customers are used to, but to deliver in hours and days instead of months and 

years to deliver services? 

And on the back of that, what we're seeing is a trend for the enterprises to want to tie 

their applications directly into the network.  How does that enterprise make a decision 

from an application level to tell the network what to do, when to do it and how to do it?  

How can we extend the same concepts our customers get when they're buying 

services where they can very specifically define the compute resources, the [IOPs], 

the storage requirements and extend the same concepts into the network world so that 

they have a ubiquitous solution to go across their entire application needs?  So how do 

we extend the application into the [network]? 

Mark Showalter 

So at Infinera obviously we're equipment providers and we work with many 

customers like Pacnet, KVH.  You'll hear from Telstra Global a little bit later today.  

And so I would say our shortest answer to the question is we're seeing a transition in 

the market from service providers to cloud providers.  And how do we inform that 

decision?  In our conversation with customers around the world, it includes telephone 

companies that have been in business for a long time deploying systems and services 

for their customers, but our business also includes the new web scale operators.   

If you look at the business we're doing, we're doing business with three top of the top 

four web scale operators.  These are the folks that are building out datacentres and 

offering new services.  And this is creating a tension in the marketplace as these new 
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cloud operators are driving new models and we're seeing the service providers trying 

to change their network and become cloud operators. 

So what does that mean within the context of becoming a cloud operator?  Well, part 

of it is it's not just compute and storage.  It's the network that is also strategic.  We're 

seeing many of these cloud operators build their own networks along with their own 

datacentres [that are the largest] into the market.  As we look at the enterprise market, 

it's very different.  When we look at the carrier marketplace, the largest carriers, the 

largest cloud operators are building their own networks. 

If we look at the third piece of what we're seeing that supports this shift from service 

providers to cloud operators, these new web scale operators, they don't have any 

legacy systems, right.  If you look at the Googles, the Facebooks, the Amazons, 

they're looking at a system where they don't have to support legacy OSS and BSS.  So 

that let's them change their model much faster and that's creating tensions for the 

incumbent service providers and how can they change their model.   

So we do know that SDN is coming but I think we all agree it's not really here yet and 

that it's changing things, but the real impact still is yet to be seen. 

I think what's really interesting is Google fibre to the home, that one is really 

complete flipside going into the traditional telco space where they need to do [truck 

roles]; there's more physical asset, CapEx out to the customer site and they're 

introducing really interesting price plans.  You get 10 meg for free in these markets 

like Austin and Kansas City.  So really, really literally flipped upside down. 

Tom Mowat 

The interesting thing with Google of course is that they're working on a slightly 

different initial sort of hypothesis which is as an advertising company.  Basically 

anything they can do to get anybody looking at the Internet more is a valuable 

investment for them.  And the thing that still surprises me about that particular 

strategy is that they are of the opinion they're going to get a good return on something 

as expensive as access investment, particularly fixed investment.  It's a bit of a wait 

and see on that one.   

But I wouldn't be surprised to see them go to some of the emerging markets in this 

region and try and replicate the same thing.  Whether they'll go at DTH or TD-LTE or 

whatever, it will be quite interesting to see. 

A question on the -- then just to return to the SDN conversation, I agree with you 

Mark, we all agree it's coming.  We could also, I think all agree that the majority of 

what is happening at the moment is into datacentres and is limited to specific use 

within enterprise.  What lessons do you think that the service providers can learn from 

what's being done at the moment, given the solutions currently deployed and the 

situations they're deployed in?  When we start thinking about deploying agile 

customised services to the handset to the laptop, to your account, what is the -- what 

have we learned so far?  To anybody who wants to answer. 
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Gint Atkinson 

So before I came more into the fixed line network side of the business at KVH and 

then I worked at two equipment providers, I was at T-Mobile USA, which was voice 

stream in the early, early days.  And there's an awful lot of déjà vu at the way as you 

described it.  We used to launch around 200 services per month.  Most of those used 

to be content services.  Are you going to get premium weather content, business 

information, applets, all of this other stuff?   

So at the heart and soul of making the network services more dynamic so that 

customers could subscriber in the middle of content consumption, we deployed a 

really huge IMS architecture and thus we were able to launch a couple of 100 services 

and chain services together.  Back then we called it service composition, now it's 

service chaining.   

So I think there's an awful lot that we could learn historically especially from the 

mobile world.  We don't need to adopt the same architecture because that's a terribly 

expensive architecture.  But if we take those services functionally and then look at the 

architectures that we've learned from web scale environments, I think that's where we 

might have an awful lot to learn on how to pull together the flexible dynamic and 

adaptive service platform environment for next gen services that we're trying to 

launch. 

Mark Showalter 

I'd add on to that from what we're seeing -- I'll disagree a little bit with what you're 

saying.  I may not have understood it fully.   

We're seeing SDN start in the datacentre and it has been widely deployed there.  What 

we're seeing is it expands outside of the data centre.  The first real set of applications 

are datacentre interconnect.  It's not really about connecting to the end users so much 

as [within] the carriers we're talking to allowing them to create a more efficient 

network that they're building.  So we're seeing proof of concepts where people are 

going out and deploying systems to trial SDN to be able to make their internal 

network more efficient in the [first place]. 

Jon Vestal 

I would add on to that a bit -- another case study.  We're definitely seeing datacentre 

to datacentre as you described from a carrier perspective.  But we're also starting to 

see the enterprises adopted in the way that they're building and architecting their 

network.   

So a classic example is the DR facility where they only need bandwidth for a couple 

of hours every Friday night for example.  And being able to bring up that bandwidth 

when they need it, how they need it or being able to leverage two PBXs with an SDN 

based trunk in the middle where they can change performance characteristics in real 

time depending on workload and stresses put on that trunk [inaudible] and at that 

moment in time.  
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So we definitely see it in the carrier world and there is still that datacentre to 

datacentre.  But we are now starting to see the WAN base -- I think you coined it this 

morning SDN on the WAN right?  But we are now starting to see more of the 

enterprises come in and use this that, at least proof of concepts in ways that I don't 

think that they've been used to in the past.   

Mark Showalter 

So those applications, it sounds like for the enterprise are primarily bandwidth on 

demand?  Network as a service, those sort of things?  

Jon Vestal 

Bandwidth on demand, but also being able to control the performance characteristics 

as they need it.  Not every application needs the lowest, fastest [inaudible].  Not every 

application needs the lowest, fastest, shortest latency path right?  They can live with 

their email taking a little bit longer in order to get between their email servers.  So 

tying the performance characteristics that the application specifically requires in real 

time back to the bandwidth and back to the network all in one piece. 

Gint Atkinson 

Actually you know we're seeing the ultra-low latency is very, very time bounded.  The 

trading windows are small and the traders' executions are even smaller.  So when they 

have specific execution strategies between two exchanges, the window is really quite 

small and intermittent.  So yes, it isn't just bandwidth, it's also topology.  They may 

want to take the lowest latency route.  They may want to take the cheapest route at a 

specific quality of service.   

So all of these things if we just keep on talking about bandwidth, it's really easy to do 

SDN and to do restoration and managed performance inside the datacentre.  Try and 

do it across a global WAN for the customers' needs so that they can dial and have 

elastic QOS, elastic topologies, it gets really, really complicated.   

Tom Mowat 

So talking then about global WAN, changing legacy, architecture, I think we spoke 

briefly earlier on about the transformation project that SingTel is doing in terms of 

changing your OSS.  Could you give us some details about what your plans are in 

terms of what is to be replaced?  What are you upgrading?  To what extent are you 

going to try and interoperate with legacy systems as you transform?  And well, that's 

probably a very long answer, so we can -- 

Ming Kiat 

Yes, it will be a long answer and I guess I don't have the full details because I'm just 

involved in the project, but not fully not leading the project so I could only give some 

comments.  I think it's right, we're going through a change and some of our legacy 

systems that has to change because I think we talked about here a lot, we talked about 
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the customers, they want flexibility.  In the past, our contracts are typically charged 

monthly, usually yearly contracts.  Sometimes in the past it used to be three years.   

But now with the change in the environment, customers are looking because the 

Googles or Amazons of the world they charge by byte, they don't go by the minute, by 

the second whatever.  But we're not used to that.  So obviously we have to change our 

legacy systems across the board, in terms of not only the OSS, the BSS.  Some of the 

EMS systems because they're from older systems, they also have to be upgraded and 

changed.  So I think that is the main challenge.   

I think we mentioned actually because customers, all their needs are very different 

like I said earlier.  Some customers, like Gint mentioned they want ultra-low latency 

but just not low latency.  Sometimes they want it -- a different class of service 

whether it's a video voice call, a data call, time of day when they want it as I think Jon 

mentioned.  Sometimes they want to do [back-up], in the middle of the night.  They 

want it immediately for a short period and after that they don't need it.   

So that flexibility I think when we went to the compute and the storage virtualisation 

right now we're looking into the network virtualisation that's happening.  That's what 

SDN is about I guess in a certain sense and that's why most here feels that SDN is 

ready for the datacentre because it's a network virtualisation for us.  In our 

deployment we're looking at -- I mean for the network within the datacentre there are 

technologies where you have a little bit of virtualisation like VX LAN and VGRE.   

And I think that one is more or less there.  I think the challenge is going upside in the 

WAN side.  That was a big challenge.  So for us, we take care of both the cloud 

computing as well as the network.  And so a lot of times right now do we have the 

same model?  Do we adopt the same model for within a datacentre and outside the 

data centre?  Or do they go on separate paths?  I think that's my main challenge right 

now.  

And then you mentioned the legacy systems, so those systems are hundreds of 

millions investment.  So we're going through a project, a long-term project, a one, two 

year project to try to upgrade what we call our future mode of operation.  How do we 

want to operate and what do we feel that the customer would be asking for in a few 

years? 

So I think -- basically I think like all of us we prefer everything to be different.  I don't 

think anybody here dresses the same way.  Everybody wears it slightly different.  You 

wear a different shirt, different colour.  So the same thing.  Our network has to adapt 

to all our customers and the different needs of the customer.  Whoever can do it better 

than anybody else I think that's the carrier that will succeed.   

Tom Mowat 

I think one thing that's really coming across from this discussion is agility being the 

main driver for all of this which is rather a different story than the cost saving 

argument that perhaps we were maybe talking about a couple of years ago.   
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I thought James' comment earlier on was really interesting talking about the 

integration costs potentially being an issue.  Do you think that we're going to run into 

that sort of problem?  I mean have we stopped talking about cost savings because the 

cost of integration is too high?  Does anybody have any comment? 

Jon Vestal 

It's interesting.  I think agility actually allows us to be more prudent in our financial 

spend.  The whole point of an agile model is fail fast.  So as we're developing we want 

to find, we want to be able to stop working on pieces that either aren't going to work, 

too difficult to work, whatever as quickly as we can rather than the traditional model 

of at least every carrier I've worked at is 18 months, 24 months later you go oh, oh I 

made a mistake; you throw it away and start all over again.   

So I honestly think at least in our own environment the adoption of agile methods has 

allowed us to be more cost effective and in order to deliver products quicker because 

we're doing very short delivery cycles in all of those standard things which is helping 

our overall spend. 

Tom Mowat 

We've got about five minutes to go.  Does anybody have any questions for the panel?  

Unidentified Speaker 

Just to follow up on that last question, to reference James' discussion that he 

mentioned earlier with the CIOs who complained about these integration costs.  Has 

anyone on the panel or anyone in the room got anything to reflect on that?  Are CIOs 

actually seeing extra unanticipated costs as a result of moving to the cloud or 

operating the cloud?  Anyone? 

Mark Showalter 

Well, from our perspective from what we're seeing on the service provider side really 

if you look at cloud services there is a level of development that often goes along with 

it and that is probably the biggest obstacle that many of the incumbent service 

providers are seeing.  I think you were discussing that some of the tension in the 

marketplace, if I caught it right.  If you look at some of the tension we're looking at on 

one side there's this need for standardisation.  If you look at the great work that the 

MEF has done and the CloudEthernet Forum is trying to do I think a standardisation 

can drive efficiency and lower costs.  

On the other hand, you've got web scale operators who aren't really caring that much 

about the standards and they're just driving out there and doing stuff.  And that tension 

is what's driving a lot of service providers to face these challenges.  They need to 

jump in a little early and I think that's where the development challenge comes in.   

I found it very interesting this morning on our panel, we had three different views of 

where we are in development.  I heard SingTel essentially say it looks like it's going 

to be a lot of work, we're not really sure how that's going to become a good business 
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model for us.  KVH are aggressively expanding in this market not finding products 

that really meet their need to do this but wanting to do it and then Pacnet has jumped 

in wholeheartedly and is combining systems and it's just going to develop.  So really 

seeing across the board services providers at different stages based on where their 

business model is.   

Gint Atkinson 

So as an Infinera user if we just go onto optical SDN it is amazingly simple and 

complete, delivers on the vision.  But when you look at KVH who is provisioning a 

service that is going to be sold to a customer and every little touch and turn of the 

knob is attached to a service order, that's really different to the web scale operators 

who are building out an optical network that will get stitched into their web-based 

service.  But they don't have customer systems that are integrated with the, for 

example, our orchestration systems coming in at layer three, layer two down to zero 

and trying to do multilayer sliced vertical networks.   

So I think that's the scale of the problem that some of us are trying to solve more on 

the telco side like that.  That's immensely complex.  The web scale operators, they get 

to just cut right through all of that complexity.  And they don't need to sell 

connectivity, they just sell the whole thing to their customers.   

So you know I think it says a lot.  It suggests that in the more traditional model we do 

have an awful lot of things that are slowing us down and are potentially disabling in 

the context of the future.  We can't keep on operating this way.  We got to go agile.  

We need to restructure the service packages and then out of that we can change the 

architecture of the systems to be much more simplified.  

Tom Mowat 

I think we've got just time for -- I've got one more question, but if there's one from the 

room we can go there instead.  Alright, so let's say it's five years from now.  SDN is 

widely commercially operational on the majority of telco networks.  Where is the 

revenue upside for the operators because we're talking again about widespread 

software business -- huge levels of business transformation?  We spoke earlier about 

the need for change in business processes.   

Is this -- maybe not the way, but is this one of the ways in which the network 

operators are able to help reverse the declining price per bit which is ultimately the 

thing we're talking about here?  I showed in the slides earlier on, which is that we've 

got to change our revenue models, moving more towards data, data is growing but the 

price of data is falling faster than that.  So we're seeing a lot of deflationary pressure.  

Is SDN going to be able to help? 

Gint Atkinson 

You're dead meat if you keep on that dimension right there.  I think getting back to 

SDN, we need to do relatively real time fast service composition, service chaining, 

enable new characteristics so we can bundle service components together to create 
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new revenue packages that aren't -- where the cost per bit isn't so directly critical.  So 

that's kind of the problem.  We've got to get away from selling connectivity and start 

selling connectivity solutions.  Networks that have services attached to them and 

customers and ideally entire markets like community networks with storage and 

compute and applications and this that and the other all bundled up together.  

Now who's going to take the slice of that community and how's it going to be 

structured?  Whatever it looks like, it better not be too concerned with cost per bit.  

That's got to go out the door otherwise it's dead meat.  

Ming Kiat 

Yes, I couldn't agree more.  Cost per bit that's only going to go down.  I don't think we 

can run away from that.  I think at SingTel we want to be a full service provider like 

Gint said.  I mean just looking at networks it's not -- it's going the way of the dodo in 

the sense in the network piece you're not going to make any more money.  At the end 

of the day like I mentioned we have to cater those services to meet the customers' 

needs.  And the customer is not looking at just the network.  At the end of the day 

they're looking at the applications.  So it's the applications [that's all] about.  That's 

why some of the OTT players are more successful because they're actually looking at 

the content.   

I mean when we watch a video we don't care whether it's by satellite, cable or mobile 

whatever.  We just want to watch the content.  So in this case, I think in terms of 

SingTel, I think one of the earlier panel did touch about, I think SingTel we're able to 

help the organisation migrate into cloud services.  We have a wholly owned 

subsidiary called MCS, that's a system integrator.  So we will help customers that 

currently maybe they're not cloud based and they want to move to cloud either their 

own cloud, a private cloud, a virtual private cloud through SingTel or maybe the 

public cloud, we want to be the provider to do that.  We want to help the customers to 

move through.  We don't only look at the infrastructure service, IaaS services, 

platform services as well software services.  We have MCS also writes software 

applications for our customers.  So we do that as well.   

We want to manage the customers IT set-up whereby, including their set up say for 

example the branch offices, take care of the IT needs.  We do the optimisation firewall, 

load balance, what have you.  Basically we see ourselves as a total service provider.  

So I think that's where the new revenue will come from.  From the network piece yes 

price per bit will continue to drop. 

Passakorn Hongsyok 

Same here.  Could not agree more.  Five years down the line we don't know what's 

going to happen.  Five years ago I wouldn't have thought that YouTube would be the 

channel my son subscribed to.  Forget about free TV, they want to watch YouTube.   

So on the business point of view I do think we as service providers have to be more 

system integrators really.  As I mentioned earlier we -- one of our biggest customer 
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the bank turned to Google and used the Google Gmail system for banking for bank 

side.  So we have to talk to Google and we have to be their distributor.   

And one of the most awkward moments in the meeting was when we learned more 

and more about how Google want us to sell.  And then the guy asked, so you as a 

service provider you do the system integration, why don't you use it yourself?  How 

can you sell to the customer you don't use it yourself.  So that -- you can hear a pin 

drop in that meeting.   

Well, anyway back to the question so I think we have to be system integrators.  And 

the bandwidth I could not -- we're looking at 200G, 400G kind of bandwidth going 

through Thailand altogether.  Five years down the line a lot more than that.  So system 

integration is the key and operators especially for local operators like us we have to 

talk more and more to the OTT people. 

By the end of this year, Facebook is going to have their own fibre connected to 

Thailand.  Now you don't talk to entity, you don't talk to PCCW, you don't talk to 

PacNet anymore.  Now you have to talk to Facebook to get fibre to hook up to the 

submarine.  Not mention about Google who are already somewhat there already.  So 

it's a different ball game. 

Jon Vestal 

We definitely have to change but I'm not sure system integrators are the right way to 

go.  At least most carriers I worked for, maybe the current one, we're not good at 

system integration right?  We're good at networks.  So I think what we need to work 

on and focus on is how do we get better utilisation out of the network that we have.   

And that to me is what SDN brings to us.  It allows us to decouple the kind of strict 

and rigid interface we have between the applications and the network today.  And it 

allows the network to just be completely seamless in the overall delivery scheme of 

the enterprise.  And we get better utilization of our bandwidth.  We offer better 

service to the end customer and it becomes part of the overall fabric, if you will, that 

they're using.  

Mark Showalter 

Yes, we're seeing the primary benefit that operators are considering for SDN is this 

notion as Jon mentioned of being able to fast fail.  It's not about saving money.  It's 

about building a network that offers a richer experience to your end users and your 

customers and provides more value.  So you're not going after a low cost per bit 

necessarily, you're going for a value add for your network.   

And if you look at where SDN is going, it's really about enabling these carriers to fail 

fast to be able to develop new services.  We can't say five years I'm going to have this 

service, that service and that service.  But I do know that over the next five years I 

want to introduce new services, I want to try lots of them, I want to see some of them 

work and some of them fail and refine them.   
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And if we look at the older model before SDN, these carriers were sort of relying on 

the equipment providers to provide the equipment and the software and the carriers 

were having to wait for the equipment providers to update the software to make the 

services happen.  I think the carriers want to get out of that cycle of waiting for the 

equipment providers to develop their own services, move quickly and fail fast.  

Tom Mowat 

Okay.  Well, this has been a really interesting discussion again.  And what's 

particularly good to see is that there's such a wide range of opinions about how the 

telco network is going to transform.  I guess the only thing we can definitely all agree 

on is it's going to and in a very fundamental way.  So if you could thank the panel. 

 

 [End] 


